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Abstrat

The knowledge representation system kl-one �rst appeared in 1977. Sine then many

systems based on the idea of kl-one have been built. The formal model-theoreti seman-

tis whih has been introdued for kl-one languages [BL84℄ provides means for investi-

gating soundness and ompleteness of inferene algorithms. It turned out that almost all

implemented kl-one systems suh as bak, kl-two, loom, nikl, sb-one use sound

but inomplete algorithms.

Until reently, sound and omplete algorithms for the basi reasoning failities in

these systems suh as onsisteny heking, subsumption heking (lassi�ation) and

realization were only known for rather trivial languages. However, in the last two years

onept languages (term subsumption languages) have been thoroughly investigated (see

for example [SS88, Neb90, HNS90, DLNN91℄). As a result of these investigations it is now

possible to provide sound and omplete algorithms for relatively large onept languages.

In this paper we desribe KRIS whih is an implemented prototype of a kl-one

system where all reasoning failities are realized by sound and omplete algorithms. This

system an be used to investigate the behaviour of sound and omplete algorithms in

pratial appliations. Hopefully, this may shed a new light on the usefulness of omplete

algorithms for pratial appliations, even if their worst ase omplexity is NP or worse.

KRIS provides a very expressive onept language, an assertional language, and sound

and omplete algorithms for reasoning. We have hosen the onept language suh that

it ontains most of the onstruts used in kl-one systems with the obvious restrition

that the interesting inferenes suh as onsisteny heking, subsumption heking, and

realization are deidable. The assertional language is similar to languages normally used

in suh systems. The reasoning omponent of KRIS depends on sound and omplete

algorithms for reasoning failities suh as onsisteny heking, subsumption heking,

retrieval, and querying.



1 Introdution and Motivation

In the last deade many knowledge representation systems in the tradition of kl-one

[BS85℄ have been built, for example bak [NvL88, Neb90℄, lassi [BBMR89℄, kandor

[Pat84℄, kl-two [Vil85℄, krypton [BPGL85℄, loom [MB87℄, nikl [KBR86℄, sb-one

[Kob89℄. A ommon feature of these systems is the separation of the knowledge into

a terminologial part and an assertional part. Knowledge about lasses of individuals

and relationships between these lasses is stored in the TBox, and knowledge onerning

partiular individuals an be desribed in the ABox.

The TBox formalism provides a onept language (or term subsumption language) for

the de�nition of onepts and roles, where onepts are interpreted as sets of individuals

and roles as binary relations between individuals. Starting with primitive onepts and

roles the language formalism is used to build up more omplex onepts and roles.

For example, assume that person, female, and shy are primitive onepts, and hild

and female relative are primitive roles. Taking the onnetives onept onjuntion

(and), disjuntion (or), and negation (not) one an express \persons who are female or

not shy" by

(and person (or female (not shy))):

Sine onepts are interpreted as sets, onept onjuntion an be interpreted as set in-

tersetion, onept disjuntion as set union, and negation of onepts as set omplement.

In addition to these operations on sets one an also employ roles for the de�nition of

new onepts. Value restritions an be used for instane to desribe \individuals for

whom all hildren are female" by the expression (all hild female). Number restri-

tions allow for instane to desribe \individuals having at most three hildren" by the

expression (atmost 3 hild). Beside the above mentioned onstruts there are other

well-known onept-forming onstruts whih are available in KRIS (see Setion 2). An

example for a role-forming onstrut is the onjuntion of roles. We an de�ne the role

(and hild female relative), whih intuitively yields the role daughter. The onept

language presented in the next setion also provides funtional roles, so-alled attributes.

These attributes are interpreted as partial funtions and not as arbitrary binary rela-

tions. Natural examples for attributes may be father or first name. An agreement

between two attribute hains for example allows to desribe \individuals whose father

and grandfather have the same �rst name" by the expression

(equal (ompose father first name) (ompose father father first name)):

Interestingly, agreements between attribute hains do not make reasoning in the language

undeidable [HN90℄, whereas agreements between arbitrary role hains ause undeidabil-

ity [Sh89℄.

The basi reasoning failities onerning the TBox are the determination whether a

onept denotes nothing, i.e., whether a onept denotes the empty set in every inter-

pretation, and the omputation of the subsumption hierarhy. A onept C subsumes

(is more general than) a onept D i� in every interpretation the set denoted by C is a

superset of the set denoted by D.



The ABox formalism onsists of an assertional language whih allows the introdution

of individuals to express fats about a onrete world. One an state that individuals are

instanes of onepts, and that pairs of individuals are instanes of roles or attributes.

The reasoning failities onerning both the TBox and the ABox are lassi�ed as

follows. We need algorithms for inferenes suh as

� heking the onsisteny of the represented knowledge,

� given an individual of the ABox, ompute the most spei� onepts in the TBox

this individual is instane of,

� omputing all individuals of the ABox that are instanes of a given onept.

The formal model-theoreti semantis whih has been introdued for kl-one lan-

guages [BL84℄ provides means for investigating soundness and ompleteness of inferene

algorithms. It turned out that the above mentioned systems use sound but inomplete

algorithms. If a sound but inomplete subsumption algorithm detets a subsumption

relation, this relation really exists; but if it fails to reognize that a onept subsumes

another one, then we do not know anything. A subsumption relation may or may not

exist. Thus, the results of the algorithms only partially oinides with what the formal

semantis expresses.
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Until reently, sound and omplete algorithms for the above mentioned inferenes and

for the subsumption problem were only known for rather trivial languages whih explains

the use of inomplete algorithms in existing kl-one systems. Another argument in favour

of inomplete algorithms was that for many languages the subsumption problem is at

least NP-hard [LB87, Neb88℄. Consequently, omplete algorithms have to be intratable,

whereas inomplete algorithms may still be polynomial. However, one should keep in mind

that these omplexity results are worst ase results. It is not at all lear how omplete

algorithms may behave for typial knowledge bases.

In [SS88, HNS90, Hol90℄ it is shown how to devise sound and omplete algorithms for

the above mentioned inferenes in various onept languages. Thus it has beome possible

to implement a kl-one system (KRIS) whih provides

� a very expressive onept language,

� powerful reasoning failities, and

� sound and omplete algorithms for these failities.

The purpose of this paper is as follows. Firstly, we will enumerate the language on-

struts whih are available in KRIS , and will give a formal semantis for their meaning.

We have hosen the onept language suh that it ontains most of the onstruts used in

kl-one systems with the obvious restrition that the interesting inferenes suh as on-

sisteny heking, subsumption heking, and realization are deidable. Of ourse, taking

1

But see Patel-Shneider [Pat89℄ who uses a four-valued semantis to formally desribe the behaviour

of an algorithm whih is inomplete w.r.t. two-valued semantis.



suh a large language means that the omplexity of the inferene algorithms is relatively

high. But KRIS also provides faster algorithms for ertain sublanguages.

2

Seondly,

we will desribe the inferene mehanisms provided by KRIS . Then we will explain the

priniples underlying the reasoning algorithms implemented in KRIS . Finally, we will

give an overview of the implemented KRIS system.

2 Formalisms for Representing Knowledge

In this setion we will introdue the formalisms for representing knowledge in KRIS . In

Subsetion 2.1 the syntax and semantis of the onept language and the terminologial

axioms are presented. In Subsetion 2.2 the assertional language and its semantis are

introdued.

2.1 The Conept Language Underlying KRIS

Assume that we have three disjoint alphabets of symbols, alled onept names, role

names, and attribute names. The speial onept name �top� is alled top onept.

The sets of onept terms, role terms, and attribute terms are indutively de�ned as

follows. Every onept name is a onept term, every role name is a role term, and

every attribute name is an attribute term. Now let C, C

1

; : : : ; C

k

be onept terms, R,

R

1

; : : : ; R

l

be role terms, f , g, f

1

; : : : ; f

m

be attribute terms already de�ned, and let n be

a nonnegative integer. Then

(and C

1

: : : C

k

), (onjuntion)

(or C

1

: : : C

k

), (disjuntion)

(not C), (negation)

(all R C); (all f C), (value restrition)

(some R C); (some f C), (exists restrition)

(atleast n R)

(atmost n R)

(number restritions)

(equal f g), (agreement)

(not-equal f g) (disagreement)

are onept terms,

(and R

1

: : : R

l

), (role onjuntion)

is a role term, and

2

That oinides with what Ramesh Patil proposed at the Workshop on Term Subsumption Languages

in Knowledge Representation: \He therefore strongly opposed any attempt to further restrit the ex-

pressiveness of TSL (term subsumption language) systems. Instead, he proposed that suh systems be

on�gured on a \pay as you go" basis|if the appliation uses only a small portion of the expressive

power of the TSL, then everything will be fast; if more expressive power is used, then the system may

slow down, but still be able to represent and reason with the knowledge given to it." (see [PSOK

+

90℄).



(and f

1

: : : f

m

), (attribute onjuntion)

(ompose f

1

: : : f

m

) (omposition)

are attribute terms.

So-alled terminologial axioms are used to introdue names for onept, role, and

attribute terms. A �nite set of suh axioms satisfying ertain restritions is alled a ter-

minology (TBox). There are three di�erent ways of introduing new onepts (respetively

roles or attributes) into a terminology.

Let A (P , f) be a onept (role, attribute) name, and let C (R, g) be a onept (role,

attribute) term. By the terminologial axioms

(defprimonept A); (defprimrole P ); (defprimattribute f)

new onept, role, and attribute names are introdued without restriting their interpre-

tation. The terminologial axioms

(defprimonept A C); (defprimrole P R); (defprimattribute f g)

impose neessary onditions on the interpretation of the introdued onept, role, and

attribute names. Finally, one an impose neessary and suÆient onditions by the ter-

minologial axioms

(defonept A C); (defrole P R); (defattribute f g):

A terminology (TBox) T is a �nite set of terminologial axioms with the additional

restrition that (i) every onept, role, and attribute name may appear at most one as

a �rst argument of a terminologial axiom in T (unique de�nition), and (ii) T must not

ontain yli de�nitions

3

(ayliity).

A terminology whih desribes knowledge about persons and relationships between

persons is shown in Figure 1. At �rst, the attribute sex and the onept male is intro-

dued. The axioms whih de�ne the onepts female and person an be read as follows:

\no individual is both male and female"

4

, and \a person has sex male or female." These

axioms impose neessary onditions on the interpretation of the introdued onepts. The

de�nition of the onept parent impose neessary and suÆient onditions: \an individ-

ual is a parent if and only if it is a person and has some hild who is a person." The other

onepts are also de�ned aording to their intuitive meaning.

We will now give a formal model-theoreti semantis for the onept language and the

terminologial axioms. An interpretation I onsists of a set �

I

(the domain of I) and

a funtion �

I

(the interpretation funtion of I). The interpretation funtion maps every

onept name A to a subset A

I

of �

I

, every role name P to a subset P

I

of �

I

� �

I

,

and every attribute name f to a partial funtion f

I

from �

I

to �

I

. With dom f

I

we

3

For a disussion of terminologial yles see [Neb88, Baa90a℄.

4

It might seem to be more onvenient to allow expliit disjointness axioms for expressing suh fats.

In fat, we ould easily provide suh axioms at the user interfae beause they an be simulated by the

onstruts available in our language [Neb90, Baa90b℄.



(defprimattribute sex)

(defprimonept male)

(defprimonept female (not male))

(defprimonept person (some sex (or male female)))

(defprimrole hild)

(defonept parent (and person (some hild person)))

(defonept mother (and parent (some sex female)))

(defonept father (and parent (not mother)))

(defonept grandparent (and parent (some hild parent)))

(defonept parent with two hildren (and parent (atleast 2 hild)))

(defonept parent with sons only (and parent (all hild (some sex male))))

Figure 1: A terminology (TBox).

denote the domain of the partial funtion f

I

(i.e., the set of elements of �

I

for whih f

I

is de�ned).

The interpretation funtion|whih gives an interpretation for onept, role, and at-

tribute names|an be extended to onept, role, and attribute terms as follows. Let C,

C

1

; : : : ; C

k

be onept terms, R, R

1

; : : : ; R

l

role terms, f , g, f

1

; : : : ; f

m

attribute terms,

and let n be a nonnegative integer. Assume that C

I

, C

I

1

; : : : ; C

I

k

, R

I

, R

I

1

; : : : ; R

I

l

, f

I

, g

I

,

f

I

1

; : : : ; f

I

m

are already de�ned. Then

(�top�)

I

:= �

I

(and C

1

: : : C

k

)

I

:= C

I

1

\ : : : \ C

I

k

(or C

1

: : : C

k

)

I

:= C

I

1

[ : : : [ C

I

k

(not C)

I

:= �

I

n C

I

(all R C)

I

:= f a 2 �

I

j 8b : (a; b) 2 R

I

) b 2 C

I

g

(all f C)

I

:= f a 2 �

I

j a 2 dom f

I

) f

I

(a) 2 C

I

g

(some R C)

I

:= f a 2 �

I

j 9b : (a; b) 2 R

I

^ b 2 C

I

g

(some f C)

I

:= f a 2 dom f

I

j f

I

(a) 2 C

I

g

(atleast n R)

I

:= fa 2 �

I

j jfb 2 �

I

j (a; b) 2 R

I

gj � ng

(atmost n R)

I

:= fa 2 �

I

j jfb 2 �

I

j (a; b) 2 R

I

gj � ng

(equal f g)

I

:= f a 2 dom f

I

\ dom g

I

j f

I

(a) = g

I

(a)g

(not-equal f g)

I

:= f a 2 dom f

I

\ dom g

I

j f

I

(a) 6= g

I

(a)g

(and R

1

: : : R

l

)

I

:= R

I

1

\ : : : \ R

I

l

(and f

1

: : : f

m

)

I

:= f

I

1

\ : : : \ f

I

m

(ompose f

1

: : : f

m

)

I

:= f

I

1

Æ : : : Æ f

I

m

;

where jXj denotes the ardinality of the set X and Æ denotes the omposition of funtions.

The omposition should be read from left to right, i.e., f

I

1

Æ : : : Æ f

I

m

means that f

I

1

is

applied �rst, then f

I

2

, and so on. Note, that if f

I

1

; : : : ; f

I

m

are partial funtions, then

f

I

1

\ : : : \ f

I

m

and f

I

1

Æ : : : Æ f

I

m

are also partial funtions.

The semantis of terminologial axioms is now de�ned as follows. An interpretation



I satis�es the terminologial axiom

(defprimonept A C) i� A

I

� C

I

;

(defonept A C) i� A

I

= C

I

;

(defprimrole P R) i� P

I

� R

I

;

(defrole P R) i� P

I

= R

I

;

(defprimattribute f g) i� f

I

� g

I

;

(defattribute f g) i� f

I

= g

I

;

where A (P , f) is a onept (role, attribute) name, and C (R, g) is a onept (role,

attribute) term. Note that the terminologial axioms (defprimonept A), (defprimrole P ),

and (defprimattribute f) are satis�ed in every interpretation by the de�nition of inter-

pretation. An interpretation I is a model for a TBox T i� I satis�es all terminologial

axioms in T .

2.2 Assertions

The assertional formalism allows to introdue individuals (objets). We an desribe a

onrete world by stating that individuals are instanes of onepts, and that pairs of

individuals are instanes of roles or attributes.

Assume that we have a further alphabet of symbols, alled individual names. Names

for individuals are introdued by assertional axioms whih have the form

(assert-ind a C); (assert-ind a b R); (assert-ind a b g);

where a, b are individual names, and C (R, g) is a onept (role, attribute) term. A world

desription (ABox) is a �nite set of assertional axioms.

Figure 2 shows an example of an ABox. This ABox desribes a world in whih Tom is

(assert-ind Tom father)

(assert-ind Tom Peter hild) (assert-ind Tom Harry hild)

(assert-ind Mary parent with sons only)

(assert-ind Mary Tom hild) (assert-ind Mary Chris hild)

Figure 2: A world desription (ABox).

father of Peter and Harry. Furthermore, Mary has only sons; two of them are Tom and

Chris.

Note that an ABox an be onsidered as a relational database where the arity of eah

tuple is either one or two. However, in ontrast to the losed world semantis whih

is usually employed in databases, we assume an open world semantis, sine we want to

allow for inomplete knowledge. Thus, we annot onlude in the above example that Tom

has exatly two hildren, sine there may exist a world in whih Tom has some additional

hildren.

The semantis of individual names and assertional axioms is de�ned as follows. The

interpretation funtion �

I

of a TBox interpretation I an be extended to individual names



by mapping them to elements of the domain suh that a

I

6= b

I

if a 6= b. This restrition on

the interpretation funtion ensures that individuals with di�erent names denote di�erent

individuals in the world. It is alled unique name assumption, whih is usually also

assumed in the database world.

Let a, b be individual names, and C (R, g) be a onept (role, attribute) term. An

interpretation I satis�es the assertional axiom

(assert-ind a C) i� a

I

2 C

I

(assert-ind a b R) i� (a

I

; b

I

) 2 R

I

(assert-ind a b f) i� f

I

(a

I

) = b

I

:

The semantis of an ABox together with a TBox is de�ned as follows. We say that

an interpretation I is a model for an ABox A w.r.t. a TBox T if I satis�es all assertional

axioms in A and all terminologial axioms in T .

3 Reasoning

In this setion we desribe the inferene mehanisms provided by KRIS . The reasoning

omponent of KRIS allows one to make knowledge expliit whih is only impliitly

represented in an ABox and a TBox. For example, from the TBox and Abox given in the

previous setion one an onlude that Mary is a grandparent, though this knowledge is

not expliitly stored in the ABox.

An obvious requirement on the represented knowledge is that it should be onsistent

sine everything would be deduible from inonsistent knowledge (from a logial point

of view). If, for example, an ABox ontains the axioms (assert-ind Chris mother) and

(assert-ind Chris father), then the system should detet this inonsisteny.

5

The under-

lying model-theoreti semantis allows a lear and intuitive de�nition of onsisteny. We

say that an ABox A w.r.t. a TBox T is onsistent if it has a model. Thus, we have the

Consisteny problem of an ABox A w.r.t. a Tbox T : Does there exist a model for

A w.r.t. T ?

In order to devise an algorithm whih deides onsisteny of an ABox w.r.t. a TBox,

it is appropriate to redue this problem to a onsisteny problem of an ABox w.r.t. the

empty TBox, i.e., a TBox that does not ontain any terminologial axiom. The idea

behind the redution is to enlarge the ABox by the fats expressed in the TBox. More

preisely, we apply the following expansion proedure.

1. Elimination of partial de�nitions in T : Any partial de�nition (i.e., a terminologi-

al axiom with keyword defprimonept, defprimrole, or defprimattribute followed by two

arguments) ourring in T is replaed by a omplete de�nition (i.e., a terminologial ax-

iom with keyword defonept, defrole, or defattribute). For example, the partial onept

de�nition

(defprimonept female (not male))

5

However, in general it is not always as easy as in this example to hek whether the represented

knowledge is onsistent.



is replaed by

(defonept female (and (not male) female�))

where the newly introdued onept name female� stands for the absent part of the

de�nition of female. In a similar way partial role and attribute de�nitions are replaed

by omplete de�nitions. Let T

0

be the TBox whih is obtained from T by replaing all

partial de�nitions by omplete de�nitions.

2. Expansion of T

0

: Every de�ned onept, role, and attribute name (i.e., the �rst

argument of a omplete de�nition) whih ours in the de�ning term of a onept, role, or

attribute de�nition (i.e., in the seond argument of a omplete de�nition) is substituted

by its de�ning term. This proess is iterated until there remain only unde�ned onept,

role, and attribute names in the seond arguments of de�nitions. This yields a TBox T

00

.

3. Expansion of A: Every onept, role, and attribute name ourring in A whih is

de�ned in T

00

is substituted by its de�ning term in T

00

.

This transformation has the nie property that it is onsisteny preserving. That

means that an ABox A w.r.t. a TBox T is onsistent if and only if the ABox whih is

obtained from A and T by applying the expansion proedure is onsistent. Thus the

above de�ned onsisteny problem an be redued to the

Consisteny problem of an ABox A: Does there exist a model for A ?

Beside an algorithm for heking the onsisteny of an ABox KRIS provides algo-

rithms for the basi reasoning failities suh as subsumption and instantiation. Let A, B

be de�ned onepts in a TBox T . We say that A subsumes B in T i� for every model I

of T we have A

I

� B

I

. Thus, given a TBox T and two de�ned onepts A, B we have

the

Subsumption problem w.r.t. a TBox T : Does A subsume B in T ?

The subsumption problem w.r.t. a TBox T an be redued to the subsumption problem

of onept terms. For two onept terms C, D we say that C subsumes D if and only if

C

I

� D

I

in every interpretation I. Let T

00

be the TBox whih is obtained from T by

applying the �rst two steps of the expansion proedure. Assume that C and D are the

de�nitions of the de�ned onepts A and B in T

00

. Then A subsumes B in T if and only if

the onept term C subsumes the onept term D. Thus the subsumption problem w.r.t.

a TBox T an be redued to the

Subsumption problem: Does a onept term C subsume a onept term D ?

The subsumption problem in onept languages has been thoroughly investigated in [SS88,

HNS90, DLNN91℄. In these papers, subsumption algorithms for various onept languages

and sublanguages are given and their omputational omplexity is disussed. In fat,

the papers do not diretly desribe subsumption algorithms but algorithms for a losely

related problem|the so-alled satis�ability problem of onepts. These algorithms hek

whether a given onept term C is satis�able, i.e., whether there exists an interpretation

I suh that C

I

6= ;. Sine C subsumes D if and only if (and D (not C)) is not satis�able,

satis�ability algorithms an also be used to deide subsumption.



An algorithm for instantiation deides whether an assertional axiom is deduible from

the represented knowledge. More formally, let � be an assertional axiom. We say that

an ABox A w.r.t. a TBox T implies � i� all models of A w.r.t. T satisfy �, written

A; T j= �. Thus we de�ne the

Instantiation problem: Is � implied by A and T ?

If � is of the form (assert-ind a b R) or (assert-ind a b f), then it is relatively easy to

solve the instantiation problem sine the onept language ontains only few onstruts

for building omplex role or attribute terms. If � is of the form (assert-ind a C), the

instantiation problem an be redued to the onsisteny problem as follows:

A; T j= (assert-ind a C) i� A [ f(assert-ind a (not C))g is not onsistent w.r.t. T .

In [Hol90℄, a sound and omplete algorithm for the onsisteny and instantiation problem

for a sublanguage of the language de�ned in Setion 2 is desribed.

KRIS also provides the user with algorithms whih �nd out ertain relationships

between the de�ned onepts, roles, attributes, and individuals. These algorithms are

based on the algorithms for subsumption and instantiation. Assume that T is a TBox

and A is an ABox.

The subsumption hierarhy is the preordering of the onept names in T w.r.t. the

subsumption relation. The so-alled lassi�er has to solve the

Classi�ation problem: Compute the subsumption hierarhy.

Given an individual in A, one wants to know the set of onept names in T whih

desribe it most aurately. To be more formal, let a be an individual ourring in A.

The set of most speialized onepts for a is a set fA

1

; : : : ; A

n

g of onept names ourring

in T suh that

1. A; T j= (assert-ind a A

i

) for every i, 1 � i � n,

2. for every i, 1 � i � n, there does not exist a onept name A in T suh that

A; T j= (assert-ind a A), A

i

subsumes A, and A and A

i

are di�erent names, and

3. for every onept name A in T suh that A; T j= (assert-ind a A), there exists an

A

i

suh that A subsumes A

i

.

The �rst ondition means that eah A

i

is in fat a desription of a. The seond ondition

guarantees that the set ontains only the minimal desriptions w.r.t. the subsumption

relation, and the third ondition means that we do not omit any nonredundant desription.

Thus, to desribe an individual most aurately we need an algorithm for the

Realization problem: Compute for an individual in A the set of most speialized on-

epts in T .



Conversely, one may want to know the individuals of A whih are instanes of a given

onept term. Let C be a onept term. The set INST(C) ontains all the individuals

a

1

; : : : ; a

n

of A suh that A; T j= (assert-ind a

i

C) holds. Thus we also have the

Retrieval problem: Compute for a given onept term C the set INST(C).

4 The Basi Reasoning Algorithms

In this setion we will explain the priniples underlying the reasoning algorithms imple-

mented in KRIS . To this purpose, we restrit our attention to the onept language

ALC of Shmidt-Shau� and Smolka [SS88℄ whih allows one to use onept names, role

names, and the onept forming onstruts onjuntion, disjuntion, negation, value re-

strition and exists restrition. The language ALC is only a sublanguage of the atual

onept language available in our system, but it is large enough to demonstrate the prin-

iple problems one has to overome when devising sound and omplete algorithms for

terminologial KR-systems. Algorithms for various other onept languages an e.g. be

found in [DLNN91, HB91, HNS90℄.

In the previous setion we have shown that it is enough to have algorithms whih test

for satis�ability of onept terms and for onsisteny of ABoxes sine all the other intro-

dued reasoning problems an be redued to these two problems. We will �rst illustrate

by an example how satis�ability an be heked for onept terms of ALC. We will then

desribe an algorithm whih is more appropriate for an implementation than the original

one given in [SS88℄. Finally, it will be explained how the ideas underlying the satis�ability

algorithm an be generalized to onsisteny heking for ABoxes.

4.1 An Example for the Satis�ability Test for ALC

Assume that C is a onept term of ALC whih has to be heked for satis�ability. In a

�rst step we an push all negations as far as possible into the term using the fat that the

terms (not (not D)) and D, (not (and D E) and (or (not D) (not E)), (not (or D E) and

(and (not D) (not E)), (not (all R D)) and (some R (not D)), as well as (not (some R D))

and (allR (notD)) are equivalent, that is, they denote the same set in every interpretation.

We end up with a term C

0

in negation normal form where negation is only applied to

onept names.

Example 4.1 Let A, B be onept names, and let R be a role name. Assume that we

want to know whether (and (some R A) (some R B)) is subsumed by (some R (and A B)).

That means that we have to hek whether the term

C := (and (some R A) (some R B) (not (some R (and A B))))

is not satis�able. The negation normal form of C is the term

C

0

:= (and (some R A) (some R B) (all R (or (not A) (not B)))):



In a seond step we try to onstrut a �nite interpretation I suh that C

0I

6= ;. That

means that there has to exist an individual in �

I

whih is an element of C

0I

. Thus the

algorithm generates suh an individual b, and imposes the onstraint b 2 C

0I

on it. In

the example, this means that b has to satisfy the following onstraints: b 2 (some R A)

I

,

b 2 (some R B)

I

, and b 2 (all R (or (not A) (not B)))

I

.

From b 2 (some R A)

I

we an dedue that there has to exist an individual  suh

that (b; ) 2 R

I

and  2 A

I

. Analogously, b 2 (some R B)

I

implies the existene of an

individual d with (b; d) 2 R

I

and d 2 B

I

. We should not assume that  = d sine this

would possibly impose too many onstraints on the individuals newly introdued to satisfy

the exists restritions on b. Thus the algorithm introdues for any exists restrition a new

individual as role-suessor, and this individual has to satisfy the onstraints expressed

by the restrition.

Sine b also has to satisfy the value restrition (all R (or (not A) (not B))), and , d were

introdued as R

I

-suessors of b, we also get the onstraints  2 (or (not A) (not B))

I

,

and d 2 (or (not A) (not B))

I

. Now  has to satisfy the onstraints  2 A

I

and

 2 (or (not A) (not B))

I

, whereas d has to satisfy the onstraints d 2 B

I

and d 2

(or (not A) (not B))

I

. Thus the algorithm uses value restritions in interation with

already de�ned role relationships to impose new onstraints on individuals.

Now  2 (or (not A) (not B))

I

means that  2 (not A)

I

or  2 (not B)

I

, and we have

to hoose one of these possibilities. If we assume  2 (not A)

I

, this lashes with the other

onstraint  2 A

I

. Thus we have to hoose  2 (not B)

I

. Analogously, we have to hoose

d 2 (not A)

I

in order to satisfy the onstraint d 2 (or (not A) (not B))

I

without reating

a ontradition to d 2 B

I

. Thus, for disjuntive onstraints, the algorithm tries both

possibilities in suessive attempts. It has to baktrak if it reahes a ontradition, i.e.,

if the same individual has to satisfy oniting onstraints.

In the example, we have now satis�ed all the onstraints without getting a ontra-

dition. This shows that C

0

is satis�able, and thus (and (some R A) (some R B)) is not

subsumed by (some R (and A B)). We have generated an interpretation I as witness

for this fat: �

I

= fb; ; dg; R

I

:= f(b; ); (b; d)g; A

I

:= fg and B

I

:= fdg. For

this interpretation, b 2 C

0I

. That means that b 2 (and (some R A) (some R B))

I

, but

b 62 (some R (and A B))

I

.

Termination of the algorithm is ensured by the fat that the newly introdued on-

straints are always smaller than the onstraints whih enfored their introdution.

4.2 A Rule-Based and a Funtional Algorithm for Satis�ability

In this subsetion, we will �rst give a more formal desription of the algorithm skethed

in the previous setion. We will then show how this rule-based algorithm an be modi�ed

to a funtional algorithm whih is more appropriate for implementation purposes.

Let C

0

be a onept term of ALC. Without loss of generality we assume that C

0

is

in negation normal form. In priniple, the algorithm starts with the set S

0

:= fb

0

2 C

I

0

g

of onstraints, and transform it with the help of ertain rules until one of the following

two situations ours: (i) the obtained set of onstraints is \obviously ontraditory",



or (ii) the obtained set of onstraints is \omplete", i.e., one an apply no more rules.

In the seond ase, the omplete set of onstraints desribes an interpretation I with

C

I

0

6= ;. For the language ALC, a set of onstraints is obviously ontraditory i� it

ontains oniting onstraints of the form  2 A

I

,  2 (not A)

I

for some individual 

and onept name A. Please note that suh ontaditions an only our between two

onstraints imposed on the same individual .

Beause of the presene of disjuntion in our language, a given set of onstraints must

sometimes be transformed into two di�erent new sets. For that reason, we will work with

sets M of sets of onstraints rather than with a single set of onstraints. If we want to

test C

0

for satis�ability, we start with the singleton set M

0

:= ffb

0

2 C

I

0

gg.

Let M be a �nite set of sets of onstraints, and let S be an element of M. The

following rules will replae S by a set S

0

or by two sets S

0

and S

00

:

1. The onjuntion rule. Assume that  2 (and C

1

C

2

)

I

is in S, and  2 C

I

1

or  2 C

I

2

is not in S. The set of onstaints S

0

is obtained from S by adding  2 C

I

1

and

 2 C

I

2

to S.

2. The disjuntion rule. Assume that  2 (or C

1

C

2

)

I

is in S, and neither  2 C

I

1

nor

 2 C

I

2

is in S. The set of onstraints S

0

is obtained from S by adding  2 C

I

1

to S,

and the set of onstraints S

00

is obtained from S by adding  2 C

I

2

to S.

3. The exists restrition rule. Assume that  2 (some R D)

I

is in S, and there is no

individual e suh that (; e) 2 R

I

; e 2 D

I

are in S. Then we reate a new individual

d, and add the onstraints (; d) 2 R

I

; d 2 D

I

to S.

4. The value restrition rule. Assume that  2 (all R D)

I

and (; d) 2 R

I

are in S,

and that d 2 D

I

is not in S. Then the set of onstraints S

0

is obtained from S by

adding d 2 D

I

.

It an be shown that there annot be an in�nite hain of sets M

0

, M

1

, M

2

, ... where

eah M

i+1

is obtained from M

i

by appliation of one of the above de�ned rules. Thus if

we start with a setM

0

= ffb

0

2 C

I

0

gg, and apply rules as long as possible, we �nally end

up with a omplete set M

r

, i.e., a set to whih no more rules are appliable. Now C

0

is

satis�able i� there exists a set of onstraints in M

r

whih is not obviously ontraditory.

Please note that this fat is independent of the order in whih the rules have been

applied. By using appropriate strategies, one may get optimized versions of the algorithm.

We shall now sketh how an algorithm an be derived whih no longer depends on an

expliit representation of individuals and role relationships between individuals. Until

now, suh an expliit representation is neessary for the following two reasons. First,

we need the individual names to detet whih onstraints are obviously ontraditory.

Seond, the expliit representation of role relationships is neessary to show for what other

individuals d a onstraint of the form  2 (all R D)

I

yields a new onstraint d 2 D

I

.

In order to explain the ideas underlying our optimized algorithm, we �rst analyse from

whih soures onstraints for a given individual  may ome. On the one hand, appliation

of a onjuntion or disjuntion rule to a onstraint on  itself may yield a new onstraint



on . On the other hand, a onstraint on  may ome from an other individual b when

the exists or value restrition rule is applied to b. Please note that in this ase  is a role

suessor of b for some role R, and that there an be at most one suh individual b for a

given . There is one exeption to this seond ase. The individual b

0

we start with does

not have a role predeessor, but it has the original onstraint b

0

2 C

I

0

.

Assume that we start with the original onstraint b

0

2 C

I

0

. By applying the onjun-

tion and disjuntion rule to the onstraints on b

0

as long as possible, we obtain all possible

onstraints on b

0

. This means that we an now detet all possible obvious ontraditions

aused by onstraints on b

0

. Sine all exists restritions for b

0

are already present, we

know how many new individuals we have to introdue as role suessors of b

0

, and sine

all the value restritions on b

0

are already present, we also know exatly whih onstraints

are propagated from b

0

to these suessors. Obviously, if we have the exists restrition

b

0

2 (some R D)

I

, and b

0

2 (all R E

1

)

I

; : : : ; b

0

2 (all R E

k

)

I

are all the value restritions

imposed on b

0

w.r.t. the role R, then the individual  whih is reated beause of this

exists restrition has to satisfy the onstraints  2 D

I

;  2 E

I

1

; : : : ;  2 E

I

k

.

After imposing these onstraints on , all the onstraints oming from its unique role

predeessor b

0

are already present in the atual onstraint system. In this ase, one an

forget the role relationship between b

0

and  beause it no longer yields new onstraints

on . Sine there is no more interation between onstraints on  and onstraints on other

individuals, one an test the satis�ability of the onstraints on  independently from all

the other onstraints in our system. This means that we may now ontinue with  in

plae of b

0

, i.e., �rst the apply onjuntion and disjuntion rules to the onstraints on 

as long as possible, et.

This has to be done independently for all the exists restritions on b

0

. Sine we now

onsider only one individual at a time we need no longer expliitly introdue names for

the individuals, and we have already pointed out that one an forget about the role

relationships. It is now enough to memorize the onept onstraints urrently imposed

on the atual individual by the orresponding set of onept terms. Obviously, if the

onjuntion rule (resp. disjuntion rule) has been applied for a onept term (and C

1

C

2

)

(resp. (or C

1

C

2

) of this set, thus adding the terms C

1

and C

2

(resp. C

1

or C

2

) to the

urrent set, we an remove the original term from the set.

A funtional algorithm whih is based on these ideas is presented in Figure 3. Please

note that the algorithm, whih is desribed in a Lisp-like notation, an very easily be

implemented.

4.3 An Algorithm for Cheking the Consisteny of an ABox

In this subsetion, an algorithm for solving the onsisteny problem of an ABox will be

skethed with the help of an example. As for the satis�ability algorithm, the idea be-

hind this onsisteny algorithm is that it tries to onstrut a model for a given ABox.

One an view the onsisteny problem of an ABox as a generalization of the satis�a-

bility problem of onept terms. In fat, suppose that the ABox A ontains the ax-

ioms (assert-ind a C

1

); : : : ; (assert-ind a C

n

). If A is onsistent, then the onept term

(and C

1

: : : C

n

) is obviously satis�able. Thus, a simple-minded idea for a onsisteny



sat(C) =

if A 2 C and (not A) 2 C for some onept name A

then false

else if (and C

1

C

2

) 2 C

then sat(C n f(and C

1

C

2

)g [ fC

1

; C

2

g)

else if (or C

1

C

2

) 2 C

then sat((C n f(or C

1

C

2

)g) [ fC

1

g) or sat((C n f(or C

1

C

2

)g) [ fC

2

g)

else if for all (some R C) 2 C

sat(fCg [ fD j (all R D) 2 Cg)

then true

else false

Figure 3: A funtional algorithm deiding satis�ability of ALC-onepts. A onept term

C in negation normal form is satis�able if and only if the all sat(fCg) returns true.

heking algorithm ould be: Chek for every individual a ourring in the ABox whether

the onjuntion of all onept terms C

i

with (assert-ind a C

i

) 2 A is satis�able. The

following example, however, shows that this naive algorithm may fail to detet that an

ABox is inonsistent.

Suppose the ABox

A = f(assert-ind Tim Tom hild); (assert-ind Tom Human)g

is given, and we are interested in whether the fat (assert-ind Tim (some hild Human))

is implied by A. As mentioned in the previous setion this instantiation problem an be

redued to the test whether

A

0

= A[ f(assert-ind Tim (all hild (not Human)))g

is inonsistent.

6

The naive onsisteny algorithm from above heks whether the onept

terms Human (oming from the individual Tom) and (all hild (not Human)) (oming from

Tim) are satis�able. Sine both onept terms are satis�able it onludes that A

0

is

onsistent. However, it is easy to see that A

0

is inonsistent.

The reason why this simple algorithm does not detet the inonsisteny is that it

ignores role relationships ourring in the ABox. The interation of role relationships

with value restritions may enfore that individuals of the ABox are instanes of additional

onepts. Thus, to overome this problem, we modify our simple algorithm as follows. In

a preproessing step we enlarge a given ABox by axioms implied by the interation of role

relationships with value restritions. If an ABox ontains the axioms (assert-ind a b R)

and (assert-ind a (all R C)), then the axiom (assert-ind b C) has to be added. This is one

of the rules applied in the preproessing step. However, this rule alone is not suÆient.

If (assert-ind a b R) and (assert-ind a (and : : : (all R C) : : :) are in an ABox, we also have

to enlarge the ABox by the axioms (assert-ind b C). Thus we also have to deompose

onjuntive and, for similar reasons, disjuntive onept terms ourring in the ABox.

This yields the two other rules for the preproessing step. The preproessing is �nished

6

Note that (all hild (not Human)) is the negation normal form of (not (some hild Human)).



if appliations of the three rules do not add new axioms to the urrent ABox. As a

onsequene, role relationships in the ABox thus obtained an be ignored beause they

no longer arry any additional information. Now, in a seond step we an use the simple

onsisteny algorithm mentioned before. This yields a orret and omplete algorithm for

deiding onsisteny of an ABox of ALC.

As an example, let us apply this onsisteny algorithm to the ABox A

0

from above.

The preproessing step returns the ABox

A

00

= A

0

[ f(assert-ind Tom (not Human))g:

In the seond step we ollet for eah individual ourring in A

00

its onept onstraints,

and apply a satis�ability algorithm to their onjuntion. Thus, to hek whether A

00

(and hene A

0

) is onsistent we hek whether the onept terms (and Human (not Human))

(oming from the individual Tom) and (all hild (not Human)) (oming from Tim) are

satis�able. Sine the �rst onept term is obviously not satis�able, we now orretly

onlude that A

0

is inonsistent.

5 KRIS : the Overall Struture

In this setion we give a short desription of KRIS . The representation omponent

o�ers the formalisms presented in Setion 2: a very expressive onept language and an

assertional language whih is similar to the languages used in most kl-one systems. The

reasoning omponent of KRIS provides sound and omplete algorithms whih solve the

problems mentioned in the previous setion.

KRIS is implemented in Common Lisp on a Symbolis Lisp mahine. The main menu

of KRIS is shown in Figure 4.

TBOX-Handler
ABOX-Handler

Algorithms
Inferences

System-Status
Utilities

Help
Quit

MAIN MENU

Figure 4: KRIS main menu.

Cliking one of the menu items auses KRIS to generate submenus. They allow the

following operations.



� The TBox-Handler organizes the treatment of terminologies. That means, it an be

used to reate, load, edit, and delete TBoxes.

� Similarly, the ABox-Handler manages ABoxes.

� The item Algorithms allows to hoose an appropriate algorithm. We have imple-

mented several algorithms for the inferenes whih are based on di�erent data-

strutures. Furthermore, for some sublanguages of the onept language presented

in Setion 2 we have implemented optimized algorithms.

� We an start a hosen algorithm using Inferenes. KRIS provides algorithms whih

solve the onsisteny problem, the subsumption problem, the instantiation problem,

the lassi�ation problem, the realization problem, and the retrieval problem.

� Utilities provides possibilities to measure the run-time of algorithms.

� Help and System-Status give more informations about the system.

KRIS an be used as follows. First of all, the user has to edit the terminologial and

assertional knowledge of the domain of interest using TBox-Handler and ABox-Handler.

Assume that the TBox of Figure 1 and the ABox of Figure 2 have been edited, and

hene are known to KRIS . The onsisteny algorithm will �nd out that the represented

knowledge is onsistent. That means, there exists a model for the ABox w.r.t. the TBox.

The lassi�ation algorithm omputes the subsumption hierarhy as shown in Figure 5.

PERSONMALE FEMALE

PARENT-WITH-SONS-ONLY PARENT-WITH-TWO-CHILDREN GRANDPARENT FATHER MOTHER

PARENT

*TOP*

Figure 5: The subsumption hierarhy of the TBox given in Figure 1.

One an use the instantiation algorithm to get the most aurate information about

an individual. For example, the algorithm will detet the following relationships:

individual most speialized onepts

Tom father, parent with two hildren

Mary parent with two hildren, grandparent, parent with sons only

The retrieval algorithm omputes for a given onept term the individuals of the ABox

whih are instanes of it:



onept term individuals

grandparent Mary

parent with two hildren Mary, Tom

(some sex male) Tom, Chris

That means, for instane, (i) the fat that Tom and Chris have sex male is implied by

the represented knowledge, and (ii) for the other individuals in A this property annot

be onluded.

The user may ause KRIS to ompute for a given TBox and ABox (i) the subsumption

hierarhy, (ii) for every individual in the ABox the most speialized onepts, and (iii) for

every onept name in the TBox the individuals whih are instanes of it. After KRIS

has one determined these strutures, it is able to aess this information eÆiently.

7

Note

that only a small amount of memory is needed to store this information. Consequently,

the subsumption problem and the retrieval problem for onepts de�ned in the TBox,

and the instantiation problem an afterwards be solved very fast by looking into the

preomputed strutures.

At any time the user may add terminologial and assertional axioms to an already

existing TBox and ABox. Assume that KRIS has omputed the strutures mentioned

before. In this ase KRIS gives the user the possibility to update these strutures. If a

terminologial axiom is added, then, for instane, the subsumption hierarhy is enlarged

by the inserting onept name de�ned by the axiom at the appropriate plae.

6 Summary and Outlook

The KRIS system whih has been presented in this paper distinguishes itself from all

the other implemented kl-one based systems in that it employs omplete inferene algo-

rithms. Nevertheless its onept language is relatively large. Of ourse, the prie one has

to pay is that the worst ase omplexity of the algorithms is worse than NP. But it is not

lear whether the behaviour for \typial" knowledge bases is also that bad. An important

reason for implementing the KRIS system was that it ould be used to investigate this

question.

Thus an important part of our future work will be to test the system with typial

appliations. In addition, we intent to further extend the system. On the one hand,

we want to integrate the possibility to refer to onrete domains (suh as integers, real

numbers, strings, et.) in the de�nition of onepts [BH90℄. On the other hand, we will

allow further onept forming operators suh as qualifying number restritions [HB91℄

and role forming operators suh as transitive losure of roles [Baa90℄ (at least for a

sublanguage of the presented onept language); for additional onstruts see [BBHH

+

90℄.

Another point is that until now the user has to speify whih algorithm should be

used. In an improved KRIS version, this system will itself hoose the optimal algorithm

7

The idea that some of the important inferenes an be omputed in advane was already used in the

original KL-ONE system. Cf. [BS85℄ p. 178: \In KL-ONE the network (i.e. the subsumption hierarhy) is

omputed �rst from the forms of desriptions, and subsumption questions are always read o� from the

hierarhy."



by inspeting what ombination of language onstruts are used.

The main objetive of our researh group WINO|as a part of the larger projet

AKA (Autonomous Cooperating Agents)|is the investigation of logial foundations of

knowledge representation formalisms whih an be used for appliations in ooperating

agent senarios [BM91℄. Thus our long term goals also omprise further extensions of

KRIS suh as

� a onstrained-based approah for integrating full �rst order prediate logis with on-

ept languages [BBHNS90, B�ur90℄ whih an be used to represent non-taxonomial

knowledge,

� modal-logial approahes for the integration of knowledge onerning time and

spae.
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